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Undoing the effects 
of environmental 
disasters caused 

by oil spills



The biggest oil spills in last 25 years

Source: http://oilspillsandnaturesresiliency.blogspot.com  2

http://oilspillsandnaturesresiliency.blogspot.com


Source: http://www.scoutexploration.com/cost-of-oil-spills/

$30B - financial cost BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. But this cost 
does not show long-term costs to the environment.

The cost of the removal of part of 
the consequences of the ecological 

disaster Exxon Valdez (20 years 
ago) is estimated at more than $6B.
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Oil spills - the cost is not just financial

Kuwaiti oil fires in 1991 
and later costs $10B

http://www.scoutexploration.com/cost-of-oil-spills/


Effects on the environment
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• The fluid allows to extract up to 95% oil polluting the 
land


• Neutral for the environment, biodegradable

• It can be used wherever there are oil pollutions

• It works in temperature of plus degrees

• It can be used to remove oils from animals

• The ability to quickly transport to any place on the globe

Solution after the oil spills? 

Our technology deGREASer
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Quick guide how it works you can see at

Oil spills, crude 
oil in the land

only 24 hours 
with deGREASer:

Remediation of oil 
spills

https://youtu.be/jk5Qaa8Sxrs

https://youtu.be/jk5Qaa8Sxrs
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With this fluid you can:
Solution is deGREASer.

And after use of deGREASer, you can sell this oil …

Clean animalsStop fires of oils

recover up to 95% of oils from the land, clean oil pipelines, tanks,



The market

Warfare
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Distribution of oilOil extraction



Market - wherever the oil is produced, transported and 
consumed
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price per 1000 ltr 

efficiency 

$25K 

$28K 

$20K 

50% 70% 96%

The strength of the technology lies in its high effectiveness and use it in 
different climatic conditions.

We offer the most advanced technology for 
the removal of oil pollution
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deGREASer
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pl.linkedin.com/in/wbabinski 

You really don’t want to save the world?
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http://pl.linkedin.com/in/wbabinski

